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Abstract: In this study, we present a complete analysis of the thermal behavior of an oil-filled
distribution transformer using two different approaches: numerically, by applying computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations; and analytically, by using thermal–hydraulic modelling (THM).
The THM method becomes challenging when the corrugated transformer tank wall structures are
complex, and therefore CFD simulations are required to provide in-depth details of the winding
oil thermal–hydraulic behavior and to generate parameters for improving the THM calculation.
The numerical and analytical thermal performance results were then compared with heat-run mea-
surements of a case study transformer and the accuracy of both approaches on different thermal
performance parameters was validated. This study has certain reference value for improving the
thermal performance and operation efficiency of distribution transformers, and eventually aims
to provide engineers with an effective tool to design the most efficient and reliable distribution
transformers with corrugated tank walls for various applications.

Keywords: distribution transformer; corrugated walls; computational fluid dynamics; thermal
hydraulic modelling; thermal performance

1. Introduction

Transformers are inevitable components in power grid systems, used to transfer
electrical energy from one circuit to another through electromagnetic induction. However,
as transformers operate, they generate heat due to resistive losses, hysteresis losses and
induced eddy current losses. If this generated heat is not dissipated efficiently, it can
cause the transformer to overheat and eventually fail. Therefore, the proper cooling of
transformers is crucial to achieve their reliable operation and lifetime expectancy. To address
this issue, multiple designs and modes for transformer cooling have been developed [1].

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which are mainly based on solving the Navier–
Stokes equations in conjugation with heat transfer equations, offer a deep understanding
of the complex thermal–hydraulic mechanism of the transformer’s thermal behavior. CFD
tools are utilized to obtain the oil flow and temperature distribution throughout a complete
winding arrangement. The majority of previous CFD studies on transformer windings have
focused on only part of the disc winding, single or multi passes. A CFD study was carried
out on the importance of the buoyancy effect and the approximation of the winding discs, as
homogenous copper blocks are required for calculation accuracy [2]. The study presented
detailed CFD calculations on a single pass of the zigzag disc winding of a natural-oil cooled
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power transformer, whereas [3] performed CFD calibration for the network modeling of
transformer-cooling oil flows. Detailed CFD simulations of a domain consisting of multi-
passes were conducted [4]. The study showed the formation of hot streaks in the fluid
and recognized their impact on the effect of the downstream temperature distribution. A
study of a complete transformer including the core and cooling fins, and the horizontal
duct flow around the windings, was modelled globally using a porosity model. The study
additionally involved the influence of different turbulence models [5]. More CFD studies
can be found in [6–9].

Compared to the thermal hydraulic network models (THNMs), the available CFD com-
mercial software is more expensive and has a longer computational time. Thus, CFDs are
not practical for daily design and are only limited to special required calculations, detailed
investigations, validations and parametric studies. As a result, THNMs are becoming vastly
indispensable tools in the development of thermal calculations of transformers [10–15].

However, simplified models and correlations describing both heat transfer and fluid
flow are used in thermo-hydraulic models (THMs), making them more efficient but less
accurate in calculating the thermal behavior of transformers than CFD. The available
CFD commercial software is generally expensive and needs more time for preparing the
model, calculation and pre-processing compared to THMs. A THM which uses parameters
generated from CFD or empirically is a solution that has the advantages of all approaches
and is recommended as an optimal tool for calculating the thermal performance [16].
However, due to the complex and irregular geometry of the corrugated walls, the accurate
prediction of its cooling performance using analytical methods can be challenging. On the
other hand, CFD calculations for special designs with complicated geometry for oil paths
such as distribution transformers with corrugated tank walls are still a valuable tool [17].

A technique that has been developed in practice to improve cooling efficiency involves
the use of corrugated tank surfaces, which consist of expanded wall surfaces formed into
fin shapes to increase the surface area for heat transfer. Investigations into improvements
of the corrugated wall design were proposed in [18]. In general, there is limited research
on the thermal performance of distribution transformers compared to power transformers.

The current study presents a comprehensive analysis of the thermal behavior of an
oil-filled distribution transformer using CFD and THM calculations. The results of CFD
and THM were compared with the heat-run measurement and the accuracy of the models
was validated. Each approach (CFD and THM) has its advantages and disadvantages; the
current proposed approach aims mainly to incorporate both models to obtain the maximum
advantages of both. This study is expected to be a valuable reference for improving the
thermal performance and operation efficiency of distribution transformers and eventually
aims to provide engineers with an effective tool to design the most efficient and reliable
corrugated tank wall distribution transformers.

2. Transformer Design

The distribution transformer studied, shown in Figure 1, is a three-phase 7.5 MVA/33/
0.66 kV 50 Hz, connection group Dyn11yn11, and was designed with double axially stacked
winding (both LV and HV); LV and HV windings were both split into lower and upper axial
sections, between which there was an axial magnetic gap filled with insulation. The LV
winding was of the foil-layer type and the HV winding was the rectangular-wire-layer type,
both made from aluminum. The cooling ducts were arranged only in the axial direction,
with four cooling ducts in the LV winding and three cooling ducts in the HV winding. The
tank, which was made with a low-carbonic steel structure, was designed with corrugated
walls of 198 cooling fins in total. The fins’ geometry details are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. The three-phase distribution transformer with corrugated tank walls.

Figure 2. Layout of winding in the tank cross-section.

3. Computational Fluid Dynamics

The computational fluid dynamics CFD was based on the commercial software pack-
age ANSYS-Fluent 2023 R2 [19], in which both heat transfer and fluid flow principles were
transformed into a set of governing equations and solved with the methods of discretization
and numerical iterations.

3.1. Geometry

The transformer geometry must be simplified for the CFD simulation. This was
achieved by removing many components that can prolong the computational time without
too much compensation of the accuracy. This simplification includes leads, cleats, structural
components, axial and radial key spacers and sticks.

Furthermore, due to the significant differences in the thickness and length of fins, a
large number of fine grids are required to calculate the flow over the walls and its heat
transfer. Therefore, using an entire three-dimensional transformer model for CFD analysis
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would be computationally heavy and unrealistic. It is necessary to simplify appropriately so
that conventional workstations can complete simulation calculations. The CFD simulation
of the distribution transformer shown in Figure 1 was performed on a simplified model of
a section containing 1/32 of one phase (which represents 1/96 of the total winding), and
hence the same ratio of 1/96 losses was considered to represent the heat source. The tank,
which has 198 fins in total, was modelled by taking 2 fins in the model. This number of
fins represents 1/99 of the tank cooling capacity ratio that is equivalent to the loss ratio, as
shown in Figure 3. The computation time required for one single case in the simplified 3D
model could reach 14 h on an Intel Xeon Sliver 4110, 2.1 GHz, duo-processor-node with the
total number of 36 physical cores running with Microsoft Windows.

Figure 3. Simplified axisymmetric 3D model of the transformer.

In this study, the windings were divided into several segments using cooling ducts as
separators. These segments consist of conductors and insulating materials arranged sys-
tematically, enabling the use of equivalent thermal conductivity coefficients in all directions.
The values of these equivalent coefficients can be obtained through formulas or finite-
element calculations, allowing for reasonable reduction in the complexity of modelling
winding details while still maintaining accuracy.

For foil windings, where conductors and insulating materials are arranged in an
interleaved manner, the equivalent thermal conductivity coefficients in all three directions
can be determined using the following formulas.

For the radial direction, it can be treated as a series connection. The thermal resistance
R = R1 + R2, from which the equivalent thermal conductivity will be

d1 + d2

λ0 A
=

d1

λ1 A
+

d2

λ2 A
→ λ 0 = (d1 + d2)/

d1

λ1
+

d2

λ2
(1)

For axial and circumferential directions, it can be treated as a parallel connection. The
thermal resistance 1/R = 1/R1 + 1/R2, from which the equivalent thermal conductivity
will be

λ0 = (λ1d1 + λ2d2)/(d1 + d2) (2)

where d1, d2 are the thickness of metal and insulation layer, respectively, and λ1, λ2 are
the thermal conductivity of metal and insulation layer, respectively. λ0 is the equivalent
thermal conductivity along the corresponding direction.

Due to the complexity of the supporting and insulating structures in the oil tank, the
model cannot fully cover all details. Instead, the focus is mainly on the obstruction in the
cooling duct, as it has the most significant impact on temperatures. The surfaces for cooling
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are partly blocked due to cooling duct collapsing and braces, which was considered by
adding insulation sticks in the cooling ducts based on their actual volume proportion.

It is essential to ensure that the spacing, thickness and height of the heat-dissipating
fins relative to the windings remain consistent with the actual model during the simplifica-
tion process.

To better simulate the heat dissipation of fins, the model also includes an air domain
based on the spatial size of the laboratory, which causes the region being solved to include
fluids, solids and gases.

3.2. Meshing Setup

In fluid simulation, an appropriate mesh is crucial for obtaining accurate results.
Particularly, inside the oil channels, a sufficiently refined mesh is required to capture
boundary layer effects. The increase in the number of grids will significantly affect the
speed of simulation calculations, while a small number of grids can lead to convergence
problems and even result in distorted results. In this case, the size of the boundary layer
mesh affects the definition of the global minimum size. Narrow oil channels have fluid solid
interfaces on both sides, requiring the generation of boundary layers. Before generating
the grid, we estimate that the Y-Plus value is less than 1, then the height of the grid nodes
in the first layer should be less than 0.15 mm. In the oil passage with a width of 4.13 mm,
20 layers of prism are arranged, and it is obvious that the height of the first layer of grid is
less than 0.1 mm.

Ansys Fluent Meshing is used to generate the high-quality mosaic mesh with hexahe-
dral dominant mesh topology, and prism layers are applied on all fluid–solid interfaces.
The total number of volume mesh cells is around 24 million. The details of the cell mesh
can be found in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Mesh details.

3.3. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions were set as shown in Figure 5. The heat generation depends
on the transformer losses, which are obtained through electromagnetic simulation software.
These losses were assumed to be evenly distributed among all the winding sections and
were further compounded by the effects of no-load loss and stray loss on the oil to fully
consider the impact of total losses.

The resistance of the winding is related to the temperature, which is defined in
IEC 60076-1 Annex E [20]. When the current value remains constant, the loss value is
proportional to the resistance. Therefore, in thermal simulation, it is reasonable to use a
user-defined function to create the relation between loss and temperature, then the final
convergence will be reached after number of iterations.
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Figure 5. Boundary conditions for CFD simulation.

Following is an example to define the energy source for the HV section, the following
code should be included in the udf file:

#define p_hv_dc 93512.55
#define p_hv_eddy 839.73
#define type_con_hv 225
#define type_con_lv 225
DEFINE_SOURCE(energy_source_hv,c,t,dS,eqn)
{
real T,source;
T = C_T(c,t);
source = p_hv_dc*(type_con_hv+(T-
273.15))/(type_con_hv+refT)+p_hv_eddy*(type_con_hv+refT)/(type_con_hv+(T-273.15));
return source;
}

For the pressure outlet boundary for the air domain, the backflow temperature was
set to room temperature: 298.15 K. We activated the DO model for radiation to consider the
heat radiation to dissipate from the fins to the ambient air.

3.4. Solver

The simulation is conducted in a steady-state regime, focusing on the flow and tem-
perature fields. The heat source is from the windings, with heat transferred through the
oil to the oil tank walls. Heat is dissipated to the external air through convective heat
transfer. Inside the oil tank, buoyancy-driven natural convection occurs due to temperature
differences, causing the oil to flow from the bottom through the oil channels to the top,
where its temperature gradually increases. It then flows back to the bottom through the
fins’ side, and its temperature gradually decreases. The turbulence model chosen is the
widely used shear stress transport SST k-ω turbulence model, which combines the best
of k-ω which is suitable for the inner flow in the cooling ducts and the boundary layer of
the inner and outer flows attached to the walls. It is suitable for low Re turbulence flow
which is the case inside a natural cooled transformer. The SST can switch to a k-ε behavior
in the free-stream regions where the adverse pressure gradients and separating flow may
occur (exit from the top of transformer’s winding) and thereby avoids the common k-ω
problem which is too sensitive to the inlet free-stream turbulence properties. In addition,
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the radiation model selected is the DO model. During the calculation process, in addition to
the residual curve monitored by the software by default, key variables such as the average
temperature of the winding and the oil are also continuously monitored. When all values
of the residual curve are below 1 × 10−6 and the curve of the key variable remains stable, it
is considered that the calculation has converged.

The properties of oil have significant influence on the thermal performance [21]. The
transformer in this study uses mineral oil, and material properties are set based on the
supplier’s provided data. Specific heat and thermal conductivity show negligible variation
with temperature and can be treated as constants within the temperature range inside the
tank. However, viscosity varies significantly with temperature, so a fitted formula is used
as input. The density model adopts the Boussinesq approximation, which considers the
fluid density temperature dependency through thermal expansion. The main properties of
the mineral oil are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Mineral oil properties used in the CFD simulations.

Temperature
(K)

Kinematic
Viscosity
(mm2/s)

Density
(kg/m3)

Thermal
Expansion
Factor (1/K)

Specific Heat
(J/(kg·K))

Thermal
Conductivity

(W/(m·K))

298.15 17.08 867 0.00075 1902 0.133
313.15 9.39 857 0.00076 1974 0.13
333.15 5.37 845 0.00078 2077 0.128
353.15 3.43 832 0.0008 2187 0.126

The CFD solution was performed with refining the mesh while monitoring the con-
vergence of a reference value, which is in this study the hot spot temperature of the top
part of the LV winding. The CFD simulations provided a detailed and comprehensive
analysis by revealing the temperature distribution of the oil and coil inside the transformer,
as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Temperature distributions of the corrugated wall fins and winding.

4. Thermal–Hydraulic Model

The THM applies the heat and mass conservation principles together with the fluid
pressure balance in closed flow loops. Each loop represents a winding (or a single layer of
a winding) and the tank wall fins. The heat gained from the winding to the coolant oil is
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governed by the convection heat transfer coefficient and the heat dissipation is balanced
with the total of the ohmic and eddy current losses [22,23]:

Pdiss,j =
.

mjCp,j
(
θo,j − θb

)
(3)

where
.

mj—oil mass flow rate through winding [kg/s];
Cp,j—specific heat capacity of winding [J/ (kg K)];
θo,j—top oil temperature rise in winding j[K];
θb—bottom oil temperature rise [K].

The heat transferred into the oil will be dissipated through the tank wall fins into the
ambient air which can then be calculated by integrating the differential energy equilibrium
equation of oil filled in the fins [14,22]:

Pcool, f in =
.

m f inCp, f inθom

[
1 − exp

(
−

ha A f in
.

m f inCp, f in

)]
(4)

where

ha—mean heat transfer coefficient of air [W/m2K];
A f in—fins surface area [m2];
θom—mean oil temperature rise [K];
.

m f in—oil mass flow rate through fins [kg/s];
Cp, f in—specific heat capacity of the oil in fins [J/(kg K)].

For the steady-state condition and applying the energy balance of the heat that enters
the fins which shall be dissipated by the fins to the ambient [23,24], we obtain the following:

Energy in to f ins = Energy out by f ins
.

m f inCp, f in
(
θo,j − θb

)
= ha A f inθom

(5)

The THM solves the thermal hydraulic network in an iterative way. The stopping
criteria are required to converge the calculation and reach the steady-state condition.
These stopping criteria are the pressure equilibrium across all windings in analogy to the
electrical parallel resistance and the assumption of the same oil speed across all fins. All
these assumptions were validated using CFD simulations and then implemented in the
THM to simplify the calculation.

To facilitate the modelling and swift the calculation time, the following assumptions
were applied in the model:

- Linear pressure and temperature distributions along the fins;
- Equal flow rates through all fins. This is achieved by taking a loop over all fins and

equally dividing the flow for each fin.

These assumptions were verified by performing CFD simulations. The CFD result
shows that the linear pressure and temperature distributions along the fins are valid and
hence can be used in the model. The validity of the assumption of equal temperature and
flow rate across all fins was proven with the CFD by considering a middle height horizontal
cross-section of the fins, as seen in Figure 7.

The heat from the winding to the oil is dissipated to the ambient air through two paths:
tank walls (mainly through the cover) and tank wall fins. The tank cover area dissipated
heat to the ambient at the reference top oil temperature rise TOT.
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Figure 7. Oil velocity distribution inside fins’ cross-section.

The oil circulation is driven by the thermal buoyancy force through the loops (windings
and fins), and it is calculated by closed-loop integration of the density variation along the
hydraulic height difference of the fins to the winding centers.

∆pgain =
∮

ρ
⇀
g
⇀
dH (6)

where

dH—height difference between the vertical center of the fins and winding [m];

The pressure gain (∆pgain) can be simplified for the oil flow loops through each
winding and fins to

∆pgain = ρgβ(θo − θb)∆H (7)

where

β—oil volume expansion coefficient [1/K].

∆pgain = ∑n
j=1

(
∆pgain,j

)
−∆pgain, f in (8)

The pressure drop is evaluated by considering the major and minor pressure drops
along the oil flow through all windings and fins.

∆pdrop =
1
2

ρ f
L

Dh
V2 (9)

where

L—length of oil paths [m];
Dh—hydraulic diameter [m];
(Dh = 4 × crosssectionalarea/wettedperimeter );
f —frictional factor (laminar flow in ducts);
ρ—oil density [kg/m3];
V—oil velocity [m/s].

The Reynolds number Re is needed for calculating pressure drops, as

Re =
ρVDh

µ
(10)

where

µ—dynamic viscosity of oil [kg/(m s)].

The minor losses along the oil flow through the winding and fin bends, branches and
any other direction-changing parts are calculated as

∆ ṕdrop = K
1
2

ρV2 (11)

where

K—loss coefficient specifically for each type of flow direction changing.
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We sum the pressure drops obtained as

∆pdrop = ∑n
j=1

(
∆pdrop,j + ∆ ṕdrop,j

)
+
(

∆pdrop,fin + ∆ ṕdrop, f in

)
(12)

Then, the pressure gain should be equal or greater than the pressure-drop:

∆pgain ≥ ∆pdrop (13)

In analogy to electrical circuit, the stopping criteria are valid for the application of
Kirchhoff’s law for each winding as a resistor branch connected to the fins as the main
sink branch.

In addition, the assumption of equal pressure drop across the windings must be
fulfilled for the convergence of the model with analogy to the equal voltage drop of parallel
branches of an electrical circuit.

The assumption of equal pressure drops across parallel windings (LV and HV) is
verified with CFD simulation. Figure 8 shows the calculated pressure drop along the two
main windings that are thermally and hydraulically coupled to the corrugated wall fins.
Results show that the pressure difference along both the LV and HV windings is the same.

Figure 8. Pressure drop along the windings and tank oil including one fin (right side is the bottom of
the transformer).

Different insulating liquids were considered in the model by changing the liquid
properties (density, viscosity, specific heat), and all properties were considered to be variable
with temperature. However, in the current study, the measurement validation was only
applied on a mineral oil filled distribution transformer.

Until this calculation stage, the model is balanced, and the iteration must converge to
a solution of temperatures and mass flow rates without considering the cooling capacity
of the corrugated tank wall to dissipate the generated heat inside the transformer to the
ambient. For that, the energy generated must be balanced with the energy dissipated by the
corrugated wall. This energy balance requires an external iteration loop for the average oil
temperature until reaching the balance state between the energy which enters the radiator
after subtracting the energy dissipated through the tank cover.

The axially stacked winding was handled by distributing the losses across the axial
winding’s blocks to calculate the actual mass flow rate, while considering the whole cooling
duct across the active and passive windings to calculate the actual pressure drop. The
no-load and load loss components and the other stray losses outside winding were added
to the main windings losses to reflect the heat-run test.
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Solving the set of equations for each winding (or radial section),
Pdiss,j −

.
mjCp,j

(
θo,j − θb

)
.

m f inCp,fin
(
θo,j − θb

)
− ha A f inθom

∆pgain − ∆pdrop

 =

0
0
0

 (14)

The thermal model shall solve the set of linear equations by iteration for temperatures
and their corresponding flow rates per winding and set of wall fins (radiator) until fulfilling
the stopping criteria. Figure 9 demonstrates the thermal–hydraulic network procedures.

Figure 9. Thermal–hydraulic network of main windings, tank and radiator.

5. Heat-Run Test

The thermal analysis was applied on an actual manufactured transformer that under-
went heat-run in the routine factory acceptance test (FAT). Temperature rise measurement
for the unit was carried out in accordance with the IEC standards. The transformer was
equipped with several temperature sensors to monitor the temperature of the oil, whereas
the temperature rises in the low-voltage and high-voltage windings were calculated through
the cooling down resistance method.

The heat-run was performed according to IEC 60776-2 [25]. Firstly, the top oil of the
unit was measured with the injection of total loss current until reaching stability. This step
can be terminated when the top oil temperature changing rate falls below 1 K per hour and
remains there for a period of three consecutive hours. Then, the test should be continued
without a break with the current reduced to the rated current until reaching a reduced and
stabilized top oil temperature. The winding average temperatures are then derived from
the measured electric resistance variation. The temperature rises in the upper part of the
LV (LV1) and the lower part (LV2) were calculated separately, while the temperature rise
in the HV represents the average value of the whole HV winding. The temperature rises
in the windings are calculated using exponential function fitting for the cooling curves,
see Figure 10.

The results of the heat-run test were compared with both the CFD and THM calculation
approaches as presented in Table 2. In general, the results are well matched between tests
for CFD and THM. But for the test value of LV2-AVG (the bottom section of the LV), the
CFD and THM show an 8–11 K higher temperature rise than the measured value, which
requires further diagnostic attention.
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Figure 10. Cooling curves analysis to calculate the average winding temperature rise in (a) HV
winding, (b) LV1 winding and (c) LV2 winding.

Table 2. Test and calculation results.

Temp Rise (K) LV2-AVG LV1-AVG HV-AVG Top Oil

Test 56.1 70.8 66.6 60.7
CFD 64.3 70.9 66.8 61.0
THM 67.1 71.7 67.5 59.6

6. Conclusions

The current study presents a comprehensive analysis of the cooling efficiency of an oil-
filled distribution transformer using developed approaches of CFD and THM calculations.
The results of both calculation methods were compared with the heat-run test on a case
study of an oil-filled distribution transformer. A satisfactory matching of the key thermal
performance parameters was found which proves the reliability of both approaches in
calculation of the thermal performance. Nevertheless, the THM proves to have both
accuracy and swift calculation compared to CFD that makes it more recommended for
daily designs.
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On the other hand, the CFD is still a very useful tool for calculation of the thermal
performance for validation studies, deep insight into the thermal behavior and to cal-
culate special designs with complicated geometry. However, the THM inhibits physical
assumptions that need to be validated with CFD. Furthermore, the THM requires the
implementation of parameters and corrections factors to be generated with CFD to facilitate
the calculation.

This study is expected to be a valuable reference for improving the thermal per-
formance and operation efficiency of distribution transformers and, eventually, aims to
provide engineers with an effective tool to design the most efficient and reliable corrugated
tank wall distribution transformers.
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